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Abstract. More and more people suffer from trauma and it depends on the functional movement, 
balance characteristics. Balance management is based on the interaction of the systems of skeletal 
muscles and nerves and it is important to know what the reason of traumas is for people who are 
more or less likely to suffer from trauma. The aim of our research was to determine the balance 
characteristics asymmetry properties for people who are more and less likely to suffer from 
trauma. The study involved 382 people aged 18-24 years. The study consisted of functional 
movement and balance evaluation. Seven functional movements were assessed as per the G. 
Cook’s criteria and according to this the subjects were divided into groups. The balance was tested 
on the Libra balance platform. Results obtained during the study demonstrate the feasibility of 
presented testing methodology to access individual peculiarities and to evaluate of effects of 
exercise training program. Participants who are less likely to suffer from trauma have a better 
balance in the frontal and sagittal planes, while they are standing with both legs with open or 
closed eyes on an unstable balance platform. 
Keywords: physical function, functional performance, fitness, motor control. 

1. Introduction 

Movement is the basis of the human growth and development of motor skills. Movement is a 
lifelong necessity [4]. Many authors state that the rehabilitation approach to the assessment of 
human body has changed from the traditional approach – isolated assessment and enhancement of 
one weak link to the integrated functional approach, including the principles of neuromuscular 
proprioception, the methods of motor perception, and muscular synergy [6, 12]. The assessments 
of one segment: the assessment of the range of movements, personal physical data, and specific 
muscle group are usually carried out, but there is no observable correlation between the results 
obtained, which aggravate the comprehensive assessment of personal physical fitness level and 
the quality of the movement performed [7]. The quality of movement, which is important in 
people’s every day and sporting life, is rarely assessed. After assessing the movement by 
qualitative assessment methods, the weak links are better observed [5]. 

The main function of torso muscles at the optimum muscle endurance is to keep the torso 
upright [35]. Proper torso muscle endurance and proper torso muscles activity are associated with 
a good posture, as well as the absence of torso muscles overload and pain [9]. 

Balance is the ability to maintain a stable body position in various positions when moving 
under the influence of external forces [14]. The balance is of two types: static balance that is the 
ability to maintain the body position stationary, in the stable position [38], and dynamic balance 
that is the body posture maintenance in changing body positions while making movements and 
their combinations [24]. The static and dynamic balance is not very closely related to each other 
with a good static balance, a person may have difficulties when performing the tasks of dynamic 
balance [23]. 

https://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.21595/jve.2017.18518&domain=pdf&date_stamp=2017-11-15
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Balance management is based on the interaction of the systems of skeletal muscles and nerves 
that is necessary to maintain the desired position of the body segments, and the stable position  
[26, 28]. Balancing stability is largely determined by the joint amplitude, spinal flexibility, 
mechanical properties of muscles, and the biomechanical correlation of the body segments [17]. 

There are a lot of factors, influencing the balance: vestibular apparatus, information from 
external and internal receptors, functionality of the central nervous system, age, changes of the 
body mass center, emotional state, muscle strength, muscle activation, coordination, flexibility, 
level of training, motor development, genetics, and gender [1, 14, 20, 34, 38, 42]. Good balance 
depends on the accepted signals to the central nervous system (CNS) from visual, vestibular, and 
proprioceptive systems [37]. Good correlation of the visual and somatosensory information was 
obtained by the CNS results in the full-rate orientation of the body segments, stability, and 
movement [18]. Good balance is maintained by contracting and relaxing the muscles to which 
nerve impulses are transmitted from the CNS. 

Functional movements are the ability to perform properly, easily, painlessly the body 
movements through the articular surfaces, using muscles [40]. Properly performed functional 
movements are important in daily, general physical activity, and sport [27]. Well-performed 
functional movements are important to human well-being and traumas prevention [10]. 

If a person is constantly moving with the poor posture, improper body mechanics, the 
movements are not performed in the full amplitudes of the joints, and bones cannot move freely 
through the articular surfaces, it may result in the restriction of movements and muscle imbalances 
[13]. Individual movements, which the combinations make functional movements, may also cause 
traumas [25, 33]. 

Functional movements are usually assessed for sportsmen, athletes [3, 22, 36], but in recent 
years the assessment of functional movements is popular in the health assessment of physically 
active amateur sportsmen and students [11, 19, 21]. The assessment of functional movements and 
their correct performance is important, otherwise compensatory mechanisms, which lead to the 
decrease of physical abilities and the increase of the risk of traumas, dominate there [41]. 
Functional movements and their stereotypes are expedient, coordinated combinations of mobile 
and stable segments, working in one direction that leads to productive and efficient human 
movements. The aim of these combinations is to maintain the human body stability, balance and 
adaptability to the changing environmental conditions during the active movement [6, 7]. 

The assessment of functional movement performance is also important because of the human 
brain processes [16, 30]. When performing targeted movements, stereotyped movements are 
formed in the human brain [16]. Stereotypes must create harmonious, productive, efficient and 
economic movements. When muscles and joints movements are isolated, having pain or 
dysfunction, the stereotype will be irregular, and the compensating movements will be created to 
maintain the incomplete functionality [4, 5]. These compensational movements are a mechanism 
that will not become distinct when analyzing and examining one joint or one muscle group [15]. 

The components of physical fitness are related to the performance of specific tasks in the 
assessment of human physical characteristics [2]. With appropriate physical fitness, the body tends 
to withstand greater physical loads [29]. The aim of our research was to determine functional 
movement, balance characteristics, physical fitness components and torso muscles endurance 
asymmetry properties for people who are more and less likely to suffer from trauma. 

2. Methods 

Study design. The study involved 382 right-hand people aged 18-24. The study was carried 
out in the Lithuanian University of Health Sciences, Institute of Sports in 2015. 

Participants. All the participants were involved voluntarily; they didn’t have any acute or 
chronic disease. 

Outcomes and measurements. The testing took place once. The study consisted of the 
assessment of balance and functional movement. Functional movement screen was taken for the 
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reason to divide the subjects into groups. The assessment was carried out according to the same 
protocol for all the participants. 

2.1. Functional movement screen (FMS) 

When assessing the performance of stereotyped functional movements, the study participants 
were acquainted in detail with the test performance. Participants took 7 standardized functional 
movement tests. This methodology can assess the performance of stereotyped functional 
movements, and promotes testing the interactions between the kinetic links. This methodology is 
not designed to diagnose problems, but to see the stereotypic movement restrictions, asymmetries, 
and to help achieving more precise improvement of the quality of movement, and increasing 
trauma prevention at the same time. The participants conducted performance assessment tests of 
functional movements in a certain order. Per the assessment of final FMS, two groups were 
divided: the data of the participants, who received 14 and less points, was analyzed in the group, 
which was more likely to suffer from trauma. The participants who received 15 and more points 
were assigned to the group, which was less likely to suffer from trauma.  

2.2. Balance evaluation 

Balance was assessed using a computerized balance platform (Italy, 2002, 93/42/CEE). The 
system consists of a 42×42 cm platform, computer, and computer system. Each participant 
performed 6 exercises on this platform. The testing took 3 minutes for each participant. Each of 6 
tests lasted 30 seconds. The balance was evaluated in both the frontal (Fig. 1(a)) and sagittal  
(Fig. 1(b)) planes while the participant was standing.  

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 1. Computer screen while participants took the first and fourth tests:  
a) frontal plane, b) sagittal plane [31] 

The first 3 tests were taken in the sagittal plane, and the other 3 tests were in the frontal plane. 
The first and fourth tests were conducted with feedback – participants saw a white small line on the 
computer screen and tried to hold a black small line on it. The aim is to be as straight as possible. 
The second and fifth tests were taken in different planes without feedback (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Computer screen while participants took the second and fifth tests [31] 

For the third and sixth tests, participants performed with closed eyes. All these tests were taken 
standing with straight knees, and, as noted by the requirement for participants, they should not bend 
their knees. All movements should be focused on one body segment-hips. 
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Accumulated data were processed by a computer program. Exercise performance was measured 
on the right and left: total area [◦sec], external area [◦sec], external time [sec], recovery time [sec] 
(Fig. 3). From these four numbers, the summative assessment (Fig. 4) was evaluated (ranging from 
0 to 100). A lower value of summative assessment means a better balance. Total score was 
calculated using a software algorithm, comparing the left and right sides of the body – deviation 
from the midline of the results. It is also called as the stability index, it is based on the weighted 
average of all the variables, where ‘100’ denotes the weakest stability, and ‘0’ denotes the best 
one. The algorithm of summative assessment (stability index) calculation is (total area (left) + 
total area (right) + external area (left) + external area (right) + external time (left) + external time 
(right) + recovery time (left) + recovery time (right))/8.  

 
Fig. 3. Meaning of fluctuation [31] 

 
Fig. 4. Summative assessment calculation 

Statistical analysis. The analysis of statistical data was performed by using the program 
package SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) 22.0 for Windows. The difference between 
two independent groups was tested using the Mann-Whitney U test. While the difference before and 
after physical therapy was calculated using the Wilcoxon matched pairs rank test. Nonparametric 
tests were used because the research data was based on fewer assumptions they did not assume that 
the outcome had been approximately normally distributed. The significance level  < 0.05 was used 
for the verification of statistical hypotheses. Data were presented as median ( ), first quartile ( ) 
third quartile ( ) and mean ( ̄ ) – – ; ̄  (Fig. 5). 

Ethics statement. The permission (No.BE-2-46, 07/10/2014) was obtained from by the 
Lithuanian Regional Biomedical Research Ethics Committee in order to carry out the study. 
Written informed consent was obtained from all the participants. The data was processed after 
obtaining the permission (No. 2R-6211 (2.6-1), 04/12/2014) of the State Data Protection 
Inspectorate. 
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Fig. 5. Data graphs providing: a-d – column imaginary index. Denotations “a-d”, situated at the top of the 

rectangular diagram, represent statistically significant difference (  < 0, 05) with the diagram of the named 
index. For example, the column value “a” was statistically and significantly different from the column 

values “b” and “d” 

3. Results 

Participant recruitment. Baseline characteristics are in the 1st Table. 

Table 1. Body height and weight of participants 
Group Distribution Height (m) Weight (kg) Age (m.) 

I group 
More likely to suffer from trauma 

253 (66 %):  
81 (32 %) men;  

172 (68 %) women 
1.72±0.09 67.33±13.05 19.12±0.96 

II group 
Less likely to suffer from trauma 

129 (34 %) 
37 (29 %) men; 

92 (71 %) women 
1.74±0.09 65.80±11.63 19.08±0.45 

The assessment of balance for young people, who are more or less likely to suffer from trauma. 
After assessing the stability index of the participants who were more or less likely to suffer 

from trauma, when performing the balance task with the open eyes, with and without a feedback 
in the frontal and sagittal planes, the difference was not obtained. Both groups performed these 
four tasks equally. After assessing the performance of balance task with the closed eyes in the 
frontal plane, it was determined that this task had been better performed by the participants who 
were less likely to suffer from trauma, but this difference was not obtained when performing this 
task in sagittal plane with the open eyes (Fig. 6), (Tables 2-3). 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison of people who are more or less likely to suffer from trauma balance, in frontal and 

sagittal planes (a-m identification of columns –  < 0.05) 
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Table 2. Median, first quartile – third quartile, mean and test criteria of  
both groups stability index results of frontal and sagittal plane 

  More likely to suffer from 
trauma 

Less likely to suffer 
from trauma 

Test criteria 

Frontal 
plane 

With feedback 8.8 (7.4; 10.7; 9.5) 8.7 (7.5; 9.9; 8.9) = 7506.5; = 0.375 
Without 
feedback 9.1 (7.3; 11.0; 9.6) 8.3 (7.2; 9.8; 8.7) = 6899.5;  = 0.061 

Closed eyes 35.9 (31.1; 40.8; 35.7) 33.9 (30; 37.5; 33.9) = 6800.5;  = 0.042 

Sagittal 
plane 

With feedback 9.2 (7.5; 11.2; 9.8) 8.9 (7.7; 1.8; 9.3) = 7692.5;  = 0.554 
Without 
feedback 10.4 (7.8; 12.6; 10.7) 9.8 (8.5; 12.3; 10.3) = 8000.0;  = 0.925 

Closed eyes 31.7 (25.4; 36.2; 1.5) 31.4 (27.6; 36; 32) = 7690.0;  = 0.551 

Table 3. Test criteria of both groups stability index results of frontal and sagittal plane 
 More likely to suffer from trauma Less likely to suffer from trauma 
 Frontal plane Sagittal plane Frontal plane Sagittal plane 

With feedback = –0.051;  = 0.959 
= –4.213;  
 < 0.001 = –0.777; = 0.437 = –3.026;  = 0.002 Without feedback 

With feedback = –12.385;  
< 0.001 

= –12.373;  
 < 0.001 

= –7.722;  
 < 0.001 

= –7.722;  
 < 0.001 Closed eyes 

Without feedback = –12.351;  
 < 0.001 

= –12.383;  
 < 0.001 

= –7.722;  
 < 0.001 

= –7.722;  
 < 0.001 Closed eyes 

When analyzing which task was performed better, it was observed that the tasks with the open 
eyes with a feedback, and with the open eyes without a feedback in the frontal plane had been 
equally performed. In the sagittal plane, both groups performed better the task with a feedback in 
comparison with the task without a feedback. Both in the sagittal, and frontal planes, the results 
of the balance task with the closed eyes were worse than those when performing the tasks with 
the open eyes with a feedback or without it in both groups (Fig. 6). 

Frontal plane, total area (Table 4). 
When analyzing the results of the participants on how much they leaned to the right and to the 

left during the balance tasks performing, it was observed that when performing the tasks in the 
frontal plane, both the participants, who were more likely to suffer from trauma, and the 
participants, who were less likely to suffer from trauma, had equally leaned to the left, when 
performing the tasks with the open eyes and without a feedback, and with the closed eyes (Fig. 7). 
When performing the tasks with the open eyes with a feedback and with the closed eyes, the 
participants of both groups had leaned equally to the right. When performing the task with the 
open eyes, without a feedback, the participants who were more likely to suffer from trauma, had 
leaned more to the right. 

When analyzing the side, to which the participants of the groups leaned more, it was obtained 
that when performing the task with the open eyes with a feedback, both the participants, who were 
more likely to suffer from trauma, and the participants, who were less likely to suffer from trauma, 
had equally leaned to the left, and to the right. When performing the tasks with the open eyes, 
without a feedback and with the closed eyes, it was obtained that the participants, who were more 
likely to suffer from trauma, and who were less likely to suffer from trauma, had leaned to the 
right (Fig. 8) (Test criteria in Table 4). 

Sagittal plane, the total area (Table 4). 
When analyzing the data in the sagittal plane, the participants leaning forward and backward 

were assessed in the performance of balance tasks. Both the participants, who were more likely to 
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suffer from trauma, and the participants, who were less likely to suffer from trauma, performed 
equally all three tasks in the sagittal plane (Fig. 9). 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 7. Fluctuation while participants took performance in frontal plane:  
a) with feedback, b) without feedback, c) with closed eyes 

 
Fig. 8. Comparison of people who are more or less likely to suffer from trauma total area to the left or 

right, in frontal plane (a-k identification of column,  < 0.05) 

When analyzing, where the participants leaned more – forward or backward, it was obtained 
that when performing the tasks with the open eyes (both with a feedback, and without it), the 
participants of both groups had leaned backwards more. When performing the task with the closed 
eyes, the participants of both groups had leaned equally both forward, and backward (Fig. 10) 
(Test criteria in Table 4). 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 9. Fluctuation while participants took exercise in sagittal plane: 
a) with feedback, b) without feedback, c) with closed eyes 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of people who are more or less likely to suffer from trauma total area to the left or 

right, in sagittal plane (a-k identification of column,  < 0.05) 

4. Discussion 

The researchers studied the young officers balance (men and women) ( = 1466, age 24.7), 
lifestyle dependence, physical fitness, risk factors and probability to suffer of trauma. The 
conclusions of this study state that people, who had at least one risk factor, had a poorer balance 
than those who didn’t have any risk factor [39]. In our study, we did not evaluate the risk factors 
of lifestyle, such as inappropriate weight, smoking, previous traumatic events, but we assessed 
persons more and less likely to suffer from trauma. In our research, we found that there was a 
statistically significant difference between groups – the participants, who are less suffer from 
trauma, had a better balance with open and closed eyes in frontal and sagittal plane. 

The researchers, who studied the balance with open and closed eyes for 18-25 years old 
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basketball players, state, that there is no difference between different performances. The balance 
is the same for basketball players who took a task with open or closed eyes [8]. In our research, 
we got a statistically significant difference between different tasks. Differences between these two 
researches might be because we evaluated the healthy young people balance, the other authors 
were 21 young basketball players.  

Table 4. Median, first quartile – third quartile, mean and test criteria of both groups results of staying in 
right or left (frontal plane) and forward and backwards (sagittal plane) (degrees per seconds) 

   More likely to suffer from 
trauma 

Less likely to suffer from 
trauma Test criteria 

Frontal 
plane 

With 
feedback 

Right 35.5 (30; 46.9; 39.2) 34.6 (27.1; 43.2; 36.2) = 7602.0; = 0.460 

Left 33.6 (24.3; 45.1; 35.8) 33.3 (24.6; 45; 34.7) = 7963.5; = 0.878 

Test criteria = –1.733;  = 0.083 
= –0.398;  = 0.690 

 

Without 
feedback 

Right 44.9 (26; 59.9; 46.1) 33.6 (24.8; 49.5; 38) = 6531.0; = 0.013 

Left 26.3 (16.2; 35.7; 29.2) 28.9 (17.2; 40.1; 30.7) = 7521.5; = 0.385 

Test criteria = –3.245;  = 0.001 
= –0.225;  = 0.822 

 

Closed eyes 
Right 124.4 (99.9; 151.3; 126.1) 118.9 (94; 152; 127.6) = 7603.5; = 0.462 

Left 105.8 (75.9; 133.4; 105.7) 100.1 (75.4; 123.5; 99.7) = 7372.5; = 0.267 

Test criteria = –4.437;  
 < 0.001 

= –2.524;  = 0.012 
 

Sagittal 
plane 

With 
feedback 

Forwards 26.5 (18.6; 40.6; 30.1) 25.3 (19.2; 34.5; 29.1) = 7716.0; = 0.580 

Backwards 42.3 (32.9; 52.5; 45.2) 41.4 (33.4; 56; 44.2) = 7917.5; = 0.820 

Test criteria = –0.194;  = 0.846 
= –0.862;  = 0.389 

 

Without 
feedback 

Forwards 23.1 (12.3; 39.9; 29.4) 23 (12.5; 40; 29.1) = 7987.0; = 0.908 

Backwards 49.6 (32.9; 74.8; 55) 46.7 (34.6; 72.5; 52.2) = 7721.0; = 0.585 

Test criteria = –1.383;  = 0.167 
= –0.491;  = 0.623 

 

Closed eyes 
Forwards 109.8 (77.1; 143.2; 111.1) 111.7 (76.7; 140; 111.5) = 7990.0; = 0.912 

Backwards 93.8 (77.3; 128.3; 101.1) 104.3 (70.1; 131.9; 103.2) = 7624.0; = 0.482 

Test criteria = –0.948;  = 0.343 
= –0.057;  = 0.955 

 

For explanation the results obtained during our study are very valuable the study results 
obtained by researchers from Slovenia [32]. The balance abilities with twisted legs analyses for 
18 young people was assessed. Participants had to stay 70 seconds on the unstable platform or 
before losing the balance. Participants were standing in four different conditions: daylight, closed 
eyes, with darkened light, and full darkness with open eyes. Researches state that the balance is 
statistically significant different while participants took the same performance and daylight and 
darkened light. The conclusions of this research state that there are bigger fluctuations while 
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participants took performances with closed eyes and in the full darkness than in the daylight or in 
the darkened light [32]. In our study, we got that for both groups had been more difficult to perform 
the balance tasks when the eyes had been closed. There were also statistically significant 
differences between the balance tasks with or without feedback for the both groups. 

Functional movement testing requires to integrate the data of seven functional movements 
testing procedures [24, 41]. This takes a long time why the health professionals need for the other 
methods allowing to assess of such complex interaction of factors defining the individual balance 
asymmetry properties and evaluate the effectivity of exercise training programs. Results obtained 
during this study showed that testing of balance characteristics asymmetry properties could 
provide such useful information. 

Kęstutis Radžiūnas made an experiment, wrote an introduction, analysis of results, discussions, 
conclusions. Margarita Radžiūnienė made a statistical analysis, a part of analysis of the results, 
discussion. Tomas Čiuželis helped doing a part of experiment. Alfonsas Vainoras helped creating 
the research methodology, discussion, conclusions. Jonas Poderys created the research 
methodology, helped writing conclusions. 

5. Conclusions 

Results demonstrate the feasibility of presented testing methodology to access individual 
peculiarities and to evaluate of effects of exercise training program. 

Participants who are less likely to suffer from trauma have a better balance in the frontal and 
sagittal planes, while they are standing with both legs with open or closed eyes on an unstable 
balance platform. 
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